Since its discovery, graphene^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ has attracted growing interest due to the unique array of physical properties, which characterizes this material. This single layer of carbon atoms is expected to enable the development of conceptually new electronic devices as already indicated by recent feasibility studies.^[@ref3]−[@ref8]^ For example, the unique relation between the crystal structure of graphene and its energy dispersion could be used to control strain-induced pseudo magnetic fields^[@ref9]^ and a strain-induced bandgap.^[@ref10]−[@ref12]^ In particular, it has been theoretically predicted that when strain is applied along the three main crystallographic directions of graphene, a large pseudo magnetic field is generated. The magnitude of the pseudo magnetic field is expected to be 40T for 10% strain.^[@ref9]^ This should lead to observable changes in the electrical transport properties of graphene, such as quantization of the conductance due to the creation of strain-induced pseudo magnetic field in which Landau levels are formed without external magnetic field. Furthermore, a uniaxial strain of more than 20% applied along the zigzag direction is expected to drive the merging of Dirac cones and the opening of a bandgap in the energy dispersion of graphene.^[@ref10]−[@ref12]^ Strain engineering in graphene combined exploiting the possibility to guide electrons in graphene devices by internally generated pseudo magnetic fields is at the core of novel multifunctional electric applications.^[@ref13]^

Signatures of strain-induced pseudo magnetic fields have been reported very recently by scanning tunneling microscopy studies in graphene nanobubbles.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ Changes in the electrical transport properties of strained graphene on flexible substrates have also been reported in several experimental studies.^[@ref16]−[@ref22]^ Furthermore, controlled tensile and compressive uniaxial strain has been demonstrated by bending a flexible substrate onto which graphene was deposited.^[@ref23]−[@ref25]^ Raman spectroscopy was successfully used as a tool to monitor the strain, since both the G and 2D peaks of graphene are sensitive to strain. Specifically, the G peak originates from a first order Raman scattering process, which corresponds to the doubly degenerate E~2g~ phonon at the center of the Brillouin zone (BZ), whereas the 2D peak arises from a second-order double-resonant process between the K and K′ points in the BZ involving two zone-boundary phonons.^[@ref26]^ Both the G and 2D peaks of graphene show (1) a red shift under tensile strain due to phonon softening and (2) a blue shift upon compression due to phonon hardening.^[@ref25]^ In addition, as the magnitude of uniaxial strain increases or the anisotropy in graphene increases, these Raman peaks split into two subpeaks, which correspond to symmetry breakings of the degenerate phonon modes.^[@ref24]^ To date the only experimental method demonstrating a control of strain in graphene requires bending the substrate and this technique only allows a limited control over the direction of strain that can be engineered in the transistors on the substrate. Indeed with this technique it is very difficult to engineer a strain configuration in graphene that is not uniaxial, such as that required to generate uniform pseudomagnetic fields or required to open a bandgap. In addition, since the curvature of the bending substrate is not uniform over large areas, for example, wafer scale, this technique is not suitable for the integration of many devices.

Here, we demonstrate two different methods to control strain in graphene using the effect of recrystallization of metallic films, and condensation polymerization of organic insulating films, attached to the graphene, respectively. Neither method requires substrate bending. Control over the recrystallization of the metal films and the condensation polymerized regions of the organic films enables engineering of more complex strain in flat structures of graphene devices. Moreover, our methods allow fabrication of a large number of strained devices on the same substrate with the area and magnitude of the strain tunable for each strained device.

Metallic contact electrodes to graphene are typically formed by evaporated metal thin films, which have an amorphous crystal structure. When the metallic contacts are recrystallized, for example, by supplying sufficiently high energy, there appears a change in the density of the films that causes a compressive strain in the graphene under the contacts. Consequently, the graphene between the two contacts is laterally strained by a stretching force directed along the line of the two contacts and by a compressing force in the transverse direction (see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). Therefore, control over the recrystallization of the contact metal can offer a direct way to engineer strain patterns in graphene depending on the layout of the contacts.

Organic insulating films, which are usually used in large scale integrations (LSIs) as an interlayer dielectric, shrink when exposed to an electron-beam or upon thermal annealing at such a high level that condensation polymerization of the films occur.^[@ref27]^ When these films are deposited on graphene, shrinkage of the films can be used to introduce strain in this atomically thin material. Therefore, by controlling locally the condensation polymerization of the organic films it should be possible to engineer biaxial strain or homogeneous compressive strain, which have been notoriously difficult to attain experimentally.

To date the recrystallization of the metal contacts and the condensation polymerization of the organic films as means to control strain in graphene have not yet been explored. Here we show the potential of this novel technology for engineering strain patterns.

In the analyses of biaxial strain, we focus on the effect of isotropic compression driven by the shrinkage (recrystallization and condensation polymerization) of graphene covered by the metal or the organic insulating layer. This effect can enhance anisotropy of the strained states compared with the methods using flexible substrates.

The applied strain is evaluated by Raman spectroscopy, using RM 1000 (Renishaw) and NRS-1000 (JASCO corp.) with the excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The grating is 2400 grooves/mm for RM 1000 and 1800 grooves/mm for NRS-1000. The diameter of the probing spot is between two to three micrometers and the spectral resolution is approximately 1 cm^--1^ for both RM 1000 and NRS-1000.

To analyze the degree of the applied strain, we adopt a well-established model in which the shift of the G-band peak carries the information of the strain present in graphene.^[@ref24]^ The key aspects of this model are captured by the following equationin which ε~ll~ (ε~tt~) is the parallel (perpendicular) strain component to the applied strain whose positive (negative) value means tension (compression) for a given Grueneisen parameter γ = 1.99,^[@ref28]^ a shear deformation potential β = 0.99,^[@ref28]^ the wavenumber ω^0^ at G-band peak without strain, and the experimentally measured shift Δω of the wavenumber at G-band due to the strain from the state without strain.

![(a) Schematic diagram for applying biaxial strain on bilayer graphene by electron beam irradiation on the metal thin films (yellow rectangles). Electron beam irradiation inside the blue rectangle region induces strain on graphene (gray region) along the direction of the red arrows. (b) Electron beam dose dependence of the G-band peak of the Raman spectrum. Clear G-band peak splitting represents the presence of biaxial strain. The definition of the G^+^ and G^--^ peaks follows the ref ([@ref24]). (c) Optical micrograph of the sample. Raman spectra are measured at each colored position labeled 1--8. (d) Raman spectra measured at the positions indicated in (c). The small variety of the applied strain is confirmed.](nl-2013-03679f_0002){#fig1}

The biaxial strain introduces anisotropy in what are initially two degenerate oscillation modes of the graphene sublattices contributing to a single peak of the G-band, so that the Raman spectrum of the G-band is decomposed into two Lorentzian peaks indicated by G^+^ and G^--^. From the shifts of Δω~E2g~^±^ of these peaks, the degree of the strain can be evaluated.^[@ref24]^

In the metal recrystallization method, we control biaxial strain between two thin film contacts of Nickel (Ni) (around 20 nm thick) evaporated directly on mono- and bilayer graphene flakes. Recrystallization of the Ni films is induced by irradiation of these with an electron beam (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). The separation between the Ni contacts is 4.5 μm as shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, which is larger than the spot size of the laser beam in our Raman spectroscopy system. Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b shows the Raman spectra of a bilayer graphene placed between two Ni film contacts before and after electron beam irradiation-induced recrystallization. It is clear that the G-band peak splits upon electron beam irradiation of Ni. In particular, we find that the higher is the electron beam dose, the larger is the G-band peak splitting. This result shows that the degree of strain in the graphene flake is controllable as a function of electron beam dose.

In the higher dose case of 350 000 C/m^2^ the G^+^ peak position is shifted to higher energy (blue shifted) indicating compression, while the G^--^ peak shows red shift in the lower dose case of 200 000 C/m^2^. To address this difference, we need to analyze the strain components. By applying eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to the lower dose case, we obtained (ε~ll~, ε~tt~) = (0.093, −0.015) (%) with the ratio \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| of 0.161. The small strain components indicate that the magnitude of the strain is relatively small. The ratio \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| of 0.161 is comparable to the Poisson's ratio = 0.186 of pristine graphene derived by the first principle calculation.^[@ref28]^ It is apparent from the definition of the Poisson's ratio that the graphene flake is only slightly pulled by the two contacts along the vertical direction of Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a without being compressed externally along its perpendicular direction, that is, the vertical tensile force is much more efficient than the horizontal compressive force in this case. This is maybe related to the direction of tension or compression. In this lower dose case, the effect of tension along the line of two contacts can be higher than that of compression along the perpendicular direction to that line. The situation becomes different when a higher dose, corresponding to 350 000 C/m^2^, is applied to get closer to the saturation of the recrystallization process of the Ni film. In this case, the evaluated strain components (%) are (ε~ll~, ε~tt~) = (0.26, −0.38) with the ratio \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| of 1.46, which is about 8 times larger than the value of 0.186. The enhancement of negative ε~tt~ indicates additional compression via shrinkage of contact metals along the horizontal arrows in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. This experimental finding provides direct evidence that the electron beam irradiation causes shrinkage of the evaporated Ni films, resulting in a tensile strain with ε~ll~ \> 0 and a compressive strain ε~tt~ \< 0 in the graphene (See Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). This is also consistent with the observation of the large blue shift of the G^+^ band peak Raman spectrum observed upon irradiating with 350 000 C/m^2^ since blue shift of this Raman peak occurs in the presence of the compressive strain.

To examine the spatial distribution or uniformity of the strain in graphene we measure the Raman spectra at eight different locations on the flake as indicated in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c after exposing the Ni metal contacts to 350 000 C/m^2^. The Raman spectra at each of the forementioned locations show a similar trend: the G-peak splits and shifts (see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d). The standard deviation (σ) of the strain components (ε~ll~, ε~tt~) are σ~ll~ = 0.0175 for ε~ll~ and σ~tt~ = 0.020 for ε~tt~, and the average values are ⟨ε~ll~⟩ = 0.275 and ⟨ε~tt~⟩ = −0.376. These indicate that 96% (2σ) of the strained region has deviation of less than 12.8% of ⟨ε~ll~⟩ and less than 10.6% of ⟨ε~tt~⟩. We therefore conclude that the strain distribution is close to uniform over 5 (horizontal direction) × 3 (vertical direction) μm^2^.

The evaporated metal shrinkage method is also applied to a monolayer graphene to induce biaxial strain. An AFM image of the monolayer sample is shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. The distance between the two metallic contacts is 3 μm. The G-band Raman spectra of monolayer graphene before and after electron beam irradiation with the dose of 64 000 C/m^2^ are shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b. The evaluated strain components (%) are (ε~ll~, ε~tt~) = (0.38, −0.26) with the ratio \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| of 0.68. This ratio is more than 3.5 times higher than the Poisson's ratio of pristine graphene.^[@ref28]^ The ratio is smaller than that of the obtained with the bilayer graphene upon irradiating with a dose of 350 000 C/m^2^ but larger than that for the dose of 200 000 C/m^2^. We did not go into the higher dose with the monolayer sample because we found experimentally that the Ni contacts are easily removed from the substrate upon irradiating with the high dose especially when the size of the contacts is relatively small. The higher ratio \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| of bilayer graphene shows a higher blue shift of G^+^ peak and this is consistent with higher compression. In this comparison, we infer that the difference of their dose conditions may be causing a discrepancy in the realized strain.

In general, parameters that characterize the strain include the size and thickness of graphene flakes, the geometry of the contacts, the distance between the metal contacts, and the electron beam irradiation dose. Among these parameters, the separation between the contacts is one of the most effective and easy to control experimentally. By designing the contact geometries, we can in principle arbitrarily design and tune the strain.

After electron beam irradiation of 350 000 C/m^2^, the bilayer flake is stretched by 0.26% along the longitudinal direction that connects the two contacts. This with the contact separation of 4.5 μm leads to 11.7 nm prolongation of the bilayer graphene. Hence, by reducing the separation *d* between the Ni contacts it is possible to induce much larger strain. For example, if *d* = 100(30) nm, the degree of strain should be 11.7(39)%. On the other hand, an upper limit of the stretching graphene is determined by the mechanical failure of this atomically thin material found to be 12% in previous experiments.^[@ref29]^

Our method should allow for inducing strain more than 10% without the need for bending the substrate. The large values of strain that can be engineered using this method are comparable to the required values needed to access novel physical regimes. For example, Guinea et al.^[@ref9]^ predicts that 10% of strain will induce 40T of the pseudo magnetic field while Guinea^[@ref30]^ predicts 1% of strain will induce more than 1T of the field. Our methods would also enable to stretch graphene along the zigzag axis over 20% by putting the contacts along the zigzag direction with a narrow gap if the in-plane failure strength is over 20%, Dirac cone merging^[@ref10]−[@ref12]^ could then be observed.

Finally previous studies have shown that charge-doping graphene can also lead to a blue shift of the G-band Raman peak.^[@ref31],[@ref32]^ More specifically, ref ([@ref32]) explains that the doping effect by amorphous carbon materials affected by electron beam irradiation in the vacuum chamber causes a blue shift. However, we exclude that the observed blue shift of the G-band Raman peak in our experiments is due to charge doping because we take care to do not irradiate with electrons directly graphene but only the materials (Ni and organic films) deposited on graphene. Furthermore we can also exclude that a possible change in the doping of graphene, which may arise from the proximity exposure of the electron beam irradiation onto the nearby Ni electrodes, plays any significant role in our experiments. This is demonstrated by the fact that we measure the Raman spectra of pristine graphene without any apparent blue shift of the G-peak after irradiating the Ni film to such high dose that it is removed from the substrate. Finally, the consistency between the evaluated ratios of \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| and the higher peak positions is yet another indication that the observed G-band blue shift is driven by strain.

![(a) AFM image of the monolayer graphene sample after electron beam irradiation. The monolayer graphene flake is set at the center of this image and the two rectangles on the flake are evaporated Ni contacts. (b) Raman spectra of the monolayer graphene shown in (a). The upper (lower) panel shows the spectrum measured before (after) electron beam irradiation. A clear G-band peak splitting, which is decomposed into two Lorentzian peaks (green curves), is observed in the lower panel.](nl-2013-03679f_0003){#fig2}

In the second method, spin on glass (SOG) material is spin coated on bilayer graphene flakes. A biaxial strain is applied efficiently by etching a window in the SOG material in the center of the graphene flake (see Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a) and by driving the polymerization with electron beam irradiation at doses higher than 50000 C/m^2^ (see Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b,c). In addition, we use thermal annealing (from 190 to 300 °C in atmospheric condition) to introduce an isotropic compressive strain in graphene uniformly coated by the SOG film. In both cases, that is, electron irradiation and thermal annealing, we find experimentally that the contact force between graphene and SOG is high enough to apply a load to graphene. Here, we present the study of the Raman G-band spectra of bilayer graphene samples. More specifically, upon applying biaxial strain the G-peak is decomposed into two peaks, see Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d. The strain components evaluated from this result are (ε~ll~, ε~tt~) = (0.29, −0.22) with \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| = 0.76. This ratio is more than 4 times larger than the Poisson's ratio of pristine graphene evaluated by the first principle calculation.^[@ref28]^ This experimental finding is consistent with the shrinkage of the SOG layer affected by condensation polymerization. Furthermore, the ratio of ε~tt~ is higher than the case of a pristine graphene, which is similar to what we observe upon engineering strain in graphene by electron beam irradiating Ni contacts. Therefore, shrinking SOG by condensation polymerization and shrinking the Ni metal by recrystallization are two independent methods to engineer strain in graphene.

![(a) Schematic diagram of the sample in which biaxial strain is applied with the SOG material (before electron beam irradiation). The SOG material was first coated on the entire sample surface and the center part in pink was then etched for the efficient strain application in the next step. (b) Schematic representation of electron beam irradiation. The electron beam was irradiated inside the two blue rectangle regions to induce strain in graphene along the direction indicated by the red arrows. (c) Optical micrograph of a sample as schematically shown in panel b. (d) Raman spectra of the G-band peak of bilayer graphene before and after the strain application using the SOG material. The upper panel shows the G-band peak of pristine bilayer graphene and the lower panel shows that with biaxial strain: black curve for the raw data and red curve for the fitting with superposition of two Lorentzian curves in green. Biaxially strained bilayer graphene by the SOG material also shows the G-peak splitting.](nl-2013-03679f_0004){#fig3}

We now proceed to analyze an independent way to introduce strain in graphene based on spin coating the entire surface of the devices with SOG, see Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a,b. In this case, the degree of condensation polymerization is controlled by varying the annealing temperature and consequently we control the degree of strain in graphene. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c shows the measured G-band Raman spectra before annealing and after annealing at 190, 235, and 300 °C in atmospheric conditions. As the annealing temperature increases, the G-band Raman peak shifts to high energy (blue shift). This reflects the increased elastic energy of graphene due to the compressive strain. Because the isotropic shrinkage of the SOG film does not break symmetry of the honeycomb lattice, the G-band peak does not split.

![(a) Schematics of the sample structure before application of isotropic compressive strain. The SOG material is coated on the entire surface. (b) Schematics of the sample after application of isotropic compressive strain. After heat treatment, the SOG layer shrinks by condensation polymerization and a compressive strain is induced in graphene covered by the SOG film. (c) The G-band peak of the Raman spectrum for different degrees of isotropic-compressive strain in the bilayer graphene induced by baking at different temperatures. As the temperature increases, the peak position shifts to the higher energy. This explains that the compressive strain is applied on graphene underneath the shrunken SOG film.](nl-2013-03679f_0005){#fig4}

In this case, the applied strain is evaluated from the shift Δω~E2g~ of the G-band peak measured from that of the pristine graphene, using the following equation^[@ref24]^

This equation is derived by replacing ε~ll~ and ε~tt~ with ε in eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Then from the observed Δω~E2g~, we obtain ε = 0.16% after annealing at of 300 °C. This compressive feature is consistent with the effect of shrinkage from condensation polymerization of SOG material.

###### Comparison of the Ratio \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| for Biaxally Strained Graphene Determined in This Study with Values Reported in Previous Studies

                                               the ratio \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\|
  -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
  PRB 79, 205433 (2009) \[ref ([@ref24])\]     0.33 (the value of the adhesion layer)
  ACS Nano 2, 2301 (2008) \[ref ([@ref23])\]   0.186 (first principle calculation of graphene)
  this study (Ni film) bilayer graphene        1.53 (mean value of 8 points)
  this study (Ni film) monolayer graphene      0.68
  this study (SOG) bilayer graphene            0.76

Finally, to assess the goodness of the Ni metal and SOG methods for engineering large strain in graphene we compare the ratio \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| for biaxially strained graphene determined in our experiments with the values reported in previous studies, see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. In all cases, we find \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| which is at least a factor of 2 higher than previously achieved upon curvature-induced strain due to substrate bending.^[@ref24]^ In particular, in the case of bilayer graphene strained by the recrystallized Ni film we find a record high value of \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| equal to 1.53. Such high values of \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| can be accomplished with our method owing to the isotropic shrinkage of the thin film materials attached to graphene. In this case, compression by the thin film shrinkage deposited on graphene in addition to the shrinkage of graphene itself as explained by Poisson's ratio generates higher ratios of \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\| ranging from 0.68 to 1.53 as demonstrated in our study. Shrinkage in our methods enhances the role played by ε~tt~ in increasing the ratio \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\|.

In conclusion, two different methods for engineering strain in graphene were demonstrated employing the shrinkage property of thin films placed on graphene in a planar geometry without the need for bending the substrate. Both biaxial strained states and isotropic compressive strained states of graphene were achieved in a controlled manner. The realized strain shows small variety or almost uniform strained states anywhere on the substrate paving the way to integrate strained graphene devices on planar chips. The shrinkage property of the thin films brings a high ratio \|ε~tt~/ε~ll~\|, which is enhanced by a compressive force applied on the area of graphene between the thin film contacts. The methods demonstrated in this study hold the promise for the development of strain engineering of graphene and help explore novel physics in strained graphene. Moreover, the present technique is general enough such that it can be applied to other two-dimensional crystals, such as atomically thin metal dichalcogenides.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Sample Preparation {#sec2.1}
------------------

In the sample preparation, heavily p-doped Si substrate with a thermally oxidized layer (SiO~2~ layer) of 285 nm thickness on top is employed. First, a small metallic pattern is deposited on the SiO~2~ substrates used as alignment markers between graphene flakes. Graphene flakes are then exfoliated mechanically from a graphite piece and printed on the substrate. The number of layers of graphene is identified from measurement of the green light intensity^[@ref33]^ and the 2D-band of Raman spectra.^[@ref34]^ Then, for the metal thin film method, Ni films are deposited by an electron beam evaporator. Or for the SOG method an SOG material (Accuglass T-11 (211), Honeywell Corp.) is deposited on graphene by spin coating at 3000 rpm for 40 s followed by baking to form a cross-linked structure of organic materials. The resultant thickness of SOG is 200 nm. The metal markers, Ni films, and the SOG materials are patterned by electron beam lithography (Elionix 7700 system) using the electron beam resist NANO 950 PMMA A6 (MicroChem Corp.) spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 50 s on the samples, followed by electron beam evaporation and lift-off process and chemical etching. To remove redundant SOG, we dipped our sample in the buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) and rinsed it by purified water. We adjusted the dipping time by checking the etched condition via optical microscope. Typically, we repeated the procedure BHF etching of 10 s and checking the etched state until SOG is removed from the surface of the substrate. To introduce biaxial strain, electron beam (typically 80 kV of acceleration voltage and 2 nA of beam current) is irradiated on all the surface areas of the Ni films in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a,c and Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a or on the two regions of the SOG film around the edges of the graphene flakes as shown in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c. To introduce in-plane isotropic compressive strain, the sample is coated with the SOG film and heated on a hot plate with different baking temperatures at 190, 235, and 300 °C in the laboratory atmosphere.

Measurements of Raman Spectrum {#sec2.2}
------------------------------

Raman spectra are measured with the excitation laser wavelength of 532 nm, and the estimated diameter of the laser spot is 2--3 μm. The laser power is kept less than 1 mW to avoid damaging the graphene.
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